Abstract-It is very important for the development of electric power big data technology to use the electric power knowledge. Research shows that the new model developed here is powerful and can adapt to various knowledge expression requirements of electric power big data. With the development of electric power big data technology, it is expected that the knowledge model will be improved and will be used in more applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the development of big data technology, studies and applications of electric power big data have been steadily growing [1] . Big data in electric power system span many areas, including power generation, transmission, distri bution, utilization, and scheduling, all of which encompass the big data platform of the State Grid Corporation of China.
Essentially, big data technology is a product of the de velopment and expansion of machine learning and artificial intelligence technologies [2] , [3] . Electric power big data are viewed as enormous, varied, and quick to change [l] as well as a vast repository of information. It is necessary, therefore, to automate the management and analysis of electric power data as much as possible. Without using the known knowledge and experience, however, this task has proven to be difficult. With artificial intelligent technologies based on normalized modeled electric power knowledge, it will be much easier and efficient to clean and analyze data. Artificial intelligent technologies will make it possible to arrive at a preliminary interpretation of complicated data analysis results, based on which new knowledge behind these results will be discovered more easily. Electric power big data include many sub-domains, each of which has a different requirement for the electric power knowl edge model. The fundamental demand of big data is to break down barriers between data in different domains, and realize a unified processing platform [4] . It is envisioned, therefore, that in the future, electric power big data applications will take on many different forms, but their basic platform will remain unified and will provide common services. Since knowledge is a type of universal resource on the platform, the electric power knowledge model used in these applications will also have a unified basic form. In addition, it is important to note that electric power knowledge itself is an important kind of unstructured data. One of its requirements is reading; as such, the electric power knowledge model should also possess a readable character and must be able to express the key contents of existing knowledge in various sub-domains. All of these impose higher requirements on the electric power big data knowledge model than ever before.
There are two main kinds of traditional electric power knowledge models. One is an explicit method, such as express ing knowledge by rules, especially "if. .. then .... " Another is the implicit method, such as ANN (artificial neural network), in which the knowledge is contained in the model and cannot be comprehended easily. The former usually focuses on causal relationships, but big data analysis focuses on more various relations and therefore needs a knowledge model with more powerful capabilities for expression. The latter usually is used for applications in specific areas, and thus is not able to meet the universality and readability requirements of electric power big data knowledge models [5] - [7] .
Since the beginning of this century, artificial intelligence technologies have made great progress in terms of knowledge modeling. In all of these achievements, the ontology theory [8] - [10] and the semantic web technology [11] - [1 3 ] provide a new path to solve the problem of electric power knowledge modeling for big data. Ontology theory is based on description logics. Domain ontology, specifically, means "an explicit spec ification of a conceptualization," and it focuses on defining the relation between important concepts in a particular domain.
Semantic web technology is the expanding application of ontology on the internet. OWL (Ontology Web Language) is a semantic web standard that describes a method released by World Wide Web Consortium (W 3C), offering a practical means to build various domain ontologies.
In the semantic web, information that can be uniquely iden tified is defined as resource; this includes webpages, pictures, documents, videos, etc. Each resource has one unique URI (Uniform Resource Identifier). The relations among resources are described by the statement of which the basic form is as follows:
Resource Property Value (1) where property expresses the relation between resource and value. Value may be resource or a set of strings.
The statement defined by (1) is able to express various binary relations. By using it and rule logic, there will be enough flexibility and expandability to express electric power knowledge for big data analysis. At present, the knowledge models based on ontology and semantic web has found d ifferent applications in various domains, including knowledge management, data mining, heterogeneous data processing, etc. [14] - [19] .
Between 2006 to 2008, an EU funded project named S Ten (Intelligent Self-describing Technical and Environmental Networks) was completed. The aim of S-Ten was to apply semantic web technology to technical domains, especially to provide support for decision makers in a complex and continuously changing environment. Pointing to the electric power system, the project proposed intelligent self-describing power grids to solve problems with micro-grids and distributed generation access to the electric power system [20] .
In addition, there also have been many other attempts using ontology and the semantic web to solve different electric power system problems, such as event processing, condition assessment of power substation apparatus, fault diagnosis for power transformers, etc. [21] - [2 3] . Even a conference [24] was proposed for an ontology knowledge model of power systems based on description logic.
In the Chinese electric power system, ontology and seman tic web have been preliminarily applied to such aspects as knowledge modeling, date conversion, and decision support software design [25] - [27] .
In 201 3, China Electric Power Research Institute completed a project titled, "The Smart Grid Knowledge Formalization Research and Application." The researchers engaged in this project studied the basic universal method to construct smart grid knowledge ontology and proposed 'Technical Specifi cations for Power Grid Knowledge Description" as the de scribing standard of the knowledge model for the State Grid Corporation of China. This standard is an extension of OWL. At the same time, the storage method of the ontology was also studied. The theory achievements were then used to judge the electric power network security events and to process the log data of the communication dispatch center.
Based on ontology theory, semantic web technology and the above achievements, this paper proposes a new electric power knowledge model according to the requirements of electric power big data. It introduces the structure, key elements, calculations, multi-dimensional reasoning methods, modeling approach and applications of the electric power knowledge model. The research emphasis is on the logical structure and processing method of the knowledge model. OWL or the standard "Technical Specifications for Power Grid Knowledge Description" can be used to describe the knowledge model by simply expanding.
II. MODEL STRUCTURE AND EL EMENTS
In spite of the fact that there are many different relations that need to be expressed by the knowledge model for electric power big data, it is not necessary to describe the relations by a complicated knowledge model. In fact, the knowledge model with simple structure usually has the advantage of being processed using simple programs. It is possible to create a large knowledge database and thereby more calculation costs by this way, while at the same time reducing the difficulty of modeling and realizing the application easily.
The knowledge model is established based on a series of objects (0) related to the electric power system data, with a focus on the relations between these objects. Note that the domain ontology may be constructed by description logic, but the semantic web does not focus on expressing the definition of concept or the object status. The knowledge model proposed in this paper also does not include the description of the concept or object status definition. The functions will be used to solve the problem with object status judgment. This method will greatly reduce the difficulties of knowledge modeling and reasoning-machine realizing, even though more coding will be needed.
The objects in the electric power system can be divided into concept object (CO) and actual object (AO). Concept object can be further divided roughly into two kinds: One includes the concepts related to electric power system such as "Bus," "Transient stability," etc. The other includes the concepts used in modeling, especially related to semantics, such as "Increase," "Reduce," etc. At the same time, Concept object also includes the relationships between objects, such as "Inheritance," "Affiliation," etc.
Actual object mainly includes: 1) General Instance: General instance usually is an actual thing and is the instance of concept object such as a physical bus, e.g., "Bus 1025." Its attributes are defined by the related concept object, and also are general instances such as "the rated voltage of Bus 1025," as shown in Fig. 7 .
2) Data Object (DO): Data object is the object used to encapsulate and gain actual data. The ID, attributes, and storage location of data such as calculation data, documents or pictures are all saved in data object.
3) Value Object (VO): Value object is a number or string and is used to construct the logical expression or simple description. Value object can be regarded as a constant.
4) Set Object (SO): Set object is the ordered or un ordered set of numbers or characters similar to enumerat ed constant, for example, the electric power system volt age level values may be expressed by the set object as {6.3, 10, 35, 110, 220, 330, 500, 750, WOO}. The domains and ranges of object attributes are also defined by set object.
Each object has a unique URI.
Here the logic object ( L O) is used to represent all of the objects and their attributes, as follows:
where LO is logic object, 0 is object, "[ ]" means elements is optional and "." means attribute. If there is no "." logic object will be an object with i = 1, or else will be an attribute of an object. If O bus is the concept object "Bus," and Or v is the concept object "Rated voltage," then bus and its rated voltage may be expressed as:
LO bus: O bus LO bus. r v : °bus· Or v
The URI of logic object can be calculated by the URIs of objects in it.
The relations between objects can be divided into two kinds, one is vertical relation (VR), which mainly includes the inheritance, affiliation, and attribute relations between concept objects, the instance relation between actual object and concept object, and the including relation between actual objects, etc. The second type of relation is hierarchical and horizontal relation (HR), which includes rule, equivalence relation, and other horizontal relations can be expressed by statements. From a structural point of view, the knowledge model is a kind of tower structure combined with vertical and horizontal relations, as shown in Fig. 1 . Its basic elements are as follows: 1) Logic Node (LN): This is the node in the knowledge model, indicated by a dot and defined as
where LN is logic node,"I" means LN is one of the four parameters; LOg means a set of logic objects connected by logic or mathematical symbols; K F means knowledge fragment and defined as:
where ST means statement, " So' " means logic nodes are connected by statements in the knowledge fragment, and knowledge fragment only contains the logic nodes related to these statements. Knowledge fragment has independent semantic and can have relations with other logic nodes or knowledge fragments. Knowledge fragment makes logic node have recursive features. K Fg means a set of knowledge fragments, which are connected by logic or mathematical symbols; M is the variable defined in [0, 1] and used to express the "degree" of logic node such as "many," "a few," "some," etc. According to different semantic series that express "degree," there will be different M series.
Every logic node has a unique URI.
2) Statement (ST): This is used to express the relations between logic nodes, indicated by an arrow that points from the logic node expressing resource to the logic node expressing value, and defined as (1) . The contents of resource, property, and value are shown as follows:
Resource: LN Property: [CFr,][CFrjP, P E CO Value: LN' where P is property, CO is the set of concept objects, C Fr and C Fr are variables defined in [0, 1] and are used to express the forward and backward possibility of the statement. The default value of C Fr and C Fr is 1. Each kind of properties should have related functions to process.
For the sake of keeping the consistency of logic direction in vertical relations, the logic nodes at higher level usually are regard as resource. In this case, the semantic of property may need to be inverted. For example, if class A is the subclass of B and B is at higher semantic level, then the statement "A P: Inheritance B" will be changed to "B P: Subclass A." Here "P: Inheritance" means the property of statement is "Inheritance."
Rules can be seen as a special kind of statement. If we make the semantics of property to be same as the rule logic, we will be able to express the rules by the above statements form. The condition of rule will be resource and the conclusion will be value. For example "if A then B" can be changed to "A P: Causality B." This is very helpful for constructing the knowledge model by using the unified form.
The most basic statements are between logic objects; the other elements in logic node may be seen as different kind sets of logic objects. If there is no statement connecting two logic objects, it is possible for the logic nodes to be connected by other statements.
Each statement also has URI.
3) Logic Layer (LL): This is a set of logic nodes and related statements. These logic nodes should have the same top level logic node with the same kind of vertical relation and be located at the same level in the knowledge tower. Logic layer is indicated by a parallelogram.
4) Standard Logic Layer (SLL): This is a set of logic nodes and related statements. These logic nodes should have the same upper level logic node with the same kind of vertical relation and be located at the same level in the knowledge tower. A standard logic layer is indicated by the rounded rectangle in the parallelogram and is the subset of the logic layer.
Root logic node P P P P P P P
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Standard logic lay Logic lay P Statement 5) Knowledge Tower: This is a set of logic layers with the same top level logic node. Each logic node, which is related to the lower level logic layers by statements in the knowledge tower, also could be the top level node of a sub knowledge tower. If the logic node is concept object, it may be able to represent a sub-domain in the electric power system. Different knowledge towers may have different top level nodes and vertical relations. A logic node may belong to different knowledge towers, so the knowledge towers may also overlap.
6) Logic Road (LR): This is a logic path from one logic node to the other. LR consists of related statements and logic nodes.
In the knowledge model, logic node and statement are used to express actual knowledge. Logic layer, standard logic layer, knowledge tower, and logic road are all logic elements based on logic node and statement. They are used to construct or make use of the knowledge model.
III. BASIC CALCUL AT ION
Based on the requirements of electric power big data, the basic calculations of the knowledge model can be defined as follows:
1) Status Judgment: This calculation may be divided into two kinds. One is object status judgment as follows:
where f(LN) means logic node status judging calculation based on its parameter status. The result of f(LN) is ex pressed by cpo The most common calculation of f(LN) is whether the object or its status matches the meaning of the logic node. For example, object A is an AC line, then the value of f(LN) related to whether A is AC line will be true. Another kind of status judgement calculation is related to statements. The statement usually describes a fact; it will be necessary to judge the whole status of the statement when making the statement as the condition of a rule. In this case, we need to judge not only the logic node status of resource and value, but also whether the actual situation fits the semantic of property. For example, there is a statement "Breaker A P: Connect (Bus B & Bus C)," only if "Breaker A," "Bus B," "Bus C" are existing and "Breaker A" really connects "Bus B" and "Bus C," the statement will be true. Here, the semantic of "P: Connect" is that the logic node in resource connects each logic node in value which is divided by "&."
2) Uncertainty Calculation: This is based on the CF value of the initial fact and the statement C Ff and C Fr to calculate the C F value of logic node in reasoning process. Ty pically, the uncertainty calculation process of statement is same as the rule.
3) Object Search: This means we need to find the objects fitting to a specific property. For example, there is a logic node as the starting node and to find out every logic node related to it based on the relation "P: Subclass." In this case the related logic nodes usually are single objects.
4) Semantic Translation Calculation: If the semantic ex pressed by the property of statement is not causality or conditional relation, the statement may change the semantics of reasoning with the following calculation:
where C is the value related to the semantics before and after translation; i is translation times; RC is the coefficient related to the semantics of translation. Three points about (6) should be known. First, reasoning by rules does not need semantic translation, and probably not by other relations. The statements that lead to semantic translation will be noted as STc. Second, changing of the semantic in the reasoning process usually means the logic core object of causal chain is changed. For example, if there is an object corresponding to "Station 1" and a statement "Station 1 P: Include Bus A," then before using the statement the reasoning process is based on a series rules related to object "Station l." After this, the focus of reasoning is changed to "Bus A" and a series rules around it is used. Third, RC is used to control the degree and tendency of semantic translation. For example, suppose the inheritance relation between logic nodes is closer than affiliation relation, then the RC value corresponding to the former may be 0.9 and to the latter may be 0.8. Using RC and C F together, we can reach the reasoning map as introduced in Section IV.
The semantic translation calculation can only be realized by functions corresponding to related property. The parameters of the function may include the logic nodes in statement and the logic symbols. In fact, traditionally, when reasoning based on rules, there must be at least one function used to process the semantic of "if. .. then .... " The knowledge model proposed by this paper includes much more semantics than rules, and each semantic also needs at least one function to process. If the applications are different, there may be even need to define different functions for the same semantic translation. This idea may lead to a lot of functions; but it will be much easier to realize than trying to use one function to do all of the semantic translations. In fact, it is possible for satisfying the requirements of application to realize only a few simple semantic translations.
In consideration of the generalization and extensibility, the functions should be realized by library form.
5) Horizontal Logic Calculation: This type of calculation usually means reasoning by rules. If we regard the logic node in value as a whole "object," the rules expressed by statements in the knowledge model will meet horn logic.
6) Potential Semantic Calculation: This is a kind of special process based on the norm semantics expressed by statements and is usually a "distance" calculation. According to affiliation relations, the logic nodes belonging to the same standard logic layer have potential adjacent relations. So it will be possible to get the "distance" in semantic means between logic nodes. For example, the "distance" of adjacent areas could be described as "electric distance is closer" in semantic means. In addition, the "distance" relation also exists in the attributes of actual object that are related to the same concept object, and usually is likely to be the "difference." For example, we can say: "the difference between the rated voltage of generator A and B is father." Here, "difference" means the "distance" of voltage value. The "electric distance" and "the difference between the rated voltage of generator A and B" could be defined as objects, "closer" and "father" could be expressed by M, the statements or rules based on these can also be defined. Then it will be possible to use the semantic "distance" in data analysis.
It is easy to find that there are many potential semantic relations in the knowledge model like "distance," so it is important to take full advantage of the knowledge model to study the automatic potential semantic calculation method.
In practice, it will be necessary to choose different parts of the above calculations according to different applications. For example, if the requirement of the application is to get information from the knowledge model, only the calculation 3 and 4 may be needed.
IV. MULT I-DIMENSION AL RE ASONING METHOD
Defining semantic dimension (SD):
where LR is the logic road. This means that if ST c appears in the logic road, the reasoning will appear in a new semantic dimension. The semantic dimension usually consists of rules. The changing of semantic dimension means semantic transla tion of the logic core object, as discussed in Section III.
The reasoning methods used in the electric power system application usually work in only one semantic dimension and do not take semantic translation calculation into consideration. Here, multi-dimension means reasoning in different semantic dimensions. By this way, the reasoning process will have more powerful analysis ability and robustness. For example, it can partly overcome the lack and error of initial information.
In practice, according to the problem needing to be solved, the reasoning map can be constructed by finding out all of the logic nodes and their related statements. This step could reduce the cost of calculation resources and improve the calculation efficiency. Suppose every initial C F values related to logic node is 1, then the terminal condition of searching is: { C Fi� ::; Ecf (8) Ci� ::; Ec where C Fi� is the C F value of the logic node at the end of every logic road. The calculation method of C Fi� is various. Ci� is the value of C calculated from every logic road, its calculation method is shown in (6) . Ecf and Ec are constant values preliminarily defined. The process is as shown in Fig. 2 . where the semantic dimension is indicated by a parallelogram. "Root node" is the logic node where searching starts from. Every C F and C in Fig. 2 may be different. It is easy to find, in this reasoning map that there are two semantic translations. Specifically, the ST c also has C F value, which should be considered when calculating CFi�.
The reasoning map includes the biggest possible knowledge range for problem solving. Then the various reasoning meth ods can be used to process it.
V. MODELING MET HOD
The knowledge model proposed in this paper can express the cannot be expressed by the traditional rule logic. For example, the regulation defined in the Chinese electric power system standard, "Guide on Security and Stability for Power System" is as follows:
"A receiving system is a kind of electric power system whose center is the intensive load zone. The loads and the power plants which are in the zone or adjacent are connected by denser power network."
These sentences describe the definition of receiving system and cannot be expressed by rules. Using the knowledge model in this paper, the basic modeling result is shown in Table I . In Table I , each second row of statements shows the logic structure of the related statement. "( )" points out the details of the logic elements. In statement 4, the "[]"means object "power stations in receiving system" may be non-existent. 
descriptive or non-causality electric power knowledge, which Fig. 2 . Reasoning map forming, Statement 6 points out the relation between two kinds of property used in Table I . More complicated statements can also be achieved from the regulation. One example is shown in Fig. 3 .
Here, real number 0.8 is a value in the set related to From these examples, it is clear that much knowledge in electric power domain cannot be expressed by rules, and therefore the knowledge model based on ontology is necessary.
An example expressing the relations among electric power system physical quantities, components, grid topology, and is similar to RD FS [12] . The components of the knowledge model are shown in Fig. 5 . For convenience, the content according to concept object may be based on the related standards or the top level ontologies that have been constructed. The concept objects may have direct relations to data objects. For example, a document about electric power system stability will be a data object related to the concept object "Electric power system stability."
There are various domains related to electric power big data and they have different requirements for knowledge, so the ontology based on the knowledge model should be divided into a series of sub-ontologies according to different sub-domains and their applications. But the object URI should be defined uniformly so as to link together the models in different sub domains.
VI. ApPLIC ATION OF THE KNOWLEDGE MODEL
The knowledge model has been used in various applications related to electric power big data. The aim of the paper is to construct a kind of basic unified knowledge model in theory. So in practice, the knowledge models used in these applications will be somewhat simplified. In other words, the knowledge models used in these applications can be unified to one form based on the knowledge model proposed in this paper.
The applications mainly include: 1) Electric Power System Standard Modeling: In [28] the model and modeling method was studied to express the knowledge in the electric power system standard based on the "Guide on Security and Stability for Power System." Its achievements represent some of the basic findings of this paper.
2) Multi-type Data Management: In [29] , the multi-type electric power system data, such as entry, picture, formula, table, document, and multimedia, are encapsulated by data objects. Then these data are organized by the management map, which is constructed based on the domain ontology. In [30] , a new type knowledge database pointing to unstructured data in electric power system is realized based on the same idea. The structure of the management map could be described by the knowledge model in this paper as shown in where "P: Adjacency" can be defined in the standard logic layer which consists of "Knowledge point" or "Data object," and is used to point out the logic sequence of objects for display or use.
3) Unstructured Data Searching: This kind of application is close to the original intent of the semantic web. In [28] the related technologies based on the knowledge database introduced in [30] is studied. Its main idea is to expand the key words set on the basis of the domain ontology. The method is a kind of semantic translation calculation as discussed in Section III.
4) Knowledge Display: Delivering knowledge to readers is an important function of the explicit knowledge model. Formula (1) essentially is a directed arrow, so the knowledge model in this paper can be shown by a directed graph. In [31] the related technology based on genetic algorithm is studied.
5) Data Analysis Based on Semantic Expansion and Re duction:
It is a traditional method of data mining to use clustering technologies for compressing huge data sets, so as to reduce the difficulty of data analysis and enhance calculation efficiency. Based on the knowledge model studied in this paper, it is possible to make the semantic translation of the data, so as to cluster and analyze data at different semantic levels. This technology not only is a kind of efficient clustering method but also has the advantage of making the data easily comprehensible. By this way, it will be possible to combine the computer calculation with manual analysis in the data analyzing process.
For example, if there is an electric power system with more than 10,000 nodes, and we want to find the relations between each generator output change and each bus short circuit change based on frequent items analysis method, then it is clear that the data must be clustered, or else the cost of calculation will be too high. Based on the knowledge model proposed in this paper, the data clustering can be done as shown in Fig. 7 . The upgrading of data semantic level will efficiently com press the data scale, and the analyzing space will change from more than 10,000 objects to about 150 objects. In particular, the status of these new objects may be easily understood, then the electric power system operation experience and re lated knowledge can be used more effectively in the analysis process.
During data mining, we can translate the basic data to a higher semantic level first and analyze them. If an interesting mode is found, we can expand its semantics downward and provide an in-depth analysis.
At the same time, some related questions should be noticed: 1) The semantics of the analysis result and input data should at the same level. This means that if input data is translated to the area semantic level, the initial analysis result will also be about area level. 2) With the changing of semantic level, the values and semantics of physical parameters may also be changed and new relations may be constructed. For example, if the semantic level is enhanced to "Zone," the value of generator output Gp will change from real number to the concept objects set {No changing, All increasing, All decreasing, Some increasing, Some decreasing, All changing ... }. The analysis will be done based on these concept objects. At the same time, there also will be new relations between these concept objects in the set, such as "All changing" includes all of the objects except "No changing," and has antonym relation with the latter. At semantic level of "Zone," these new relations will make analysis more efficient and flexible. 3) Because of the "Adjacency" relation between zones, the "distance" calculation as proposed in Section III may be done, and make the semantics of data continue translat ing. Based on above ideas, the analysis of thousands short circuit calculation results in the electric power system with more than 10,000 nodes have been completed. This achievement makes the theoretical research results more reasonable. The details will be introduced in other paper.
In addition to the relations of space, the category relations of equipment or physical parameters can also be used to construct various semantic levels for different analyzing requirements.
VII. CONCLUSION
Electric power system knowledge is an important part of electric power big data and its modeling also is a necessary part of electric power big data technology. The knowledge model studied in this paper proposes a basic universal method of electric power system knowledge expression based on ontology. The introduced applications prove the effectiveness and flexibility of the model.
In the future, with the development of electric power big data technology, we will continue to develop the knowledge models based on ontology and related technologies with the following aspects: 1) Semantic calculations about parameter M. 2) In the applications detailed in this paper the idea of multi dimensional reasoning has been partly realized, such as unstructured data searching. A reasoning engine based on the whole method has also been finished. In the next step, The relations between system P: P:
circuit status of the area where they belong Including Including Including Including output power and short ��---. .!ci rcuit changing in zone level �-"'--------. we will use the engine for data analysis and continue to develop the method. 3) Automatic clustering methods based on the knowledge model. Based on all of the above work, there will be many more application opportunities in electric power big data checking, integration, automated analysis, and multi-type data unified management, etc, All of these applications will also promote the development of the knowledge model and related technologies. His research interests include power system sim ulation, intelligent technologies and electric power big data.
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